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Ten YearsAgo Today
LiDGES *TIMIS FILL

Paul Shahan, director of the Murray State College Symphonic
and Marching bands, has been named chairman of the College
Band Directors of Kentucky.
James Harmon was the recipient of 'Mr. Wocdman" plaque by
- Hazel WOW Camp 138. Cy Miller was given a distinguished service plaque by the camp.
The Murray State College Thoroughbreds broke away fast in
the last seven minutes of play to defeat East Tennessee at
Johnson City 83 to 63.
Mr.and Mrs. Don Overbey are the parents of a baby girl, Stacy
Brown, born today. The father is a law student at Vanderbilt
University, Nashville, Tenn.
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. Ray "Buster" McGrannahan, former Murray State student,
1 and his wife were found dead yesterday at 4:30 p.m. in the Almo
'-Motel. Their death was attributed to asphyxiation and suffocation, according to Max Churchill, coroner. They had stopped
1a,enroute home to Paducah due to the icy conditions of the road.

1

John Lassiter was reelected as president of the Calloway
County Farm Bureau at the annual meeting held at Murray State
College.
Brown,
Mesdames T. B. Culpepper, Maynard Ragsdale, Hester
Lowery
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The marriage of Miss Jean Farris to Parker Alfred
Jr., was solemnized on January 26.

I

30YearsAgoThisWeek
*11M

Ia

PUS

Deaths reported are L. B. Lassiter, Willie F. Broach, Joe
Charlton, Mrs. Mary Chaterine Moss, and Willie Walker.
Roy Stewart has been named head of the physical education
department at Murray State College, retiring as football coach,
and Carlisle Cutchin will remain as a teacher, retiring as
basketball coach. New coaches are James W. Moore, head
football, and Rice Montjoy, head basketball and backfield coach.
Harold L. Cunningham is now serving in the Army at Fort
Oglethorpe, Ga.
Marriages reported include Mrs. Clarice Bradley to G.
Lawrence Jacobs on January 25, and Miss Faye Murdock to
James Nolan Hurris on January 25.
Miss Geneva butland has been elected by the Murray Board of
Education as home economics instructor at Murray High School.

•••

SCOTT DRUG

1205 Chestnut Street

WILL BE OPEN EVERY SUNDAY
for your Drug, Prescription
and Sundry Needs

_Open-4240 a.m till 6:00-com

ONE HOUR SERVICE

SPECIAL

JayCees...

COMIKarle

February I, 2, 3,

!IT'S THE BEST
'AMERICAN FILM
_I I'VE SEEN THIS
iY AR i"

.Scouts Hold Father-Son Banquet At Ken-Bar Inn

SENSING

THE NEWS
Harrigan

By Anthony
"

EXECUTIVE VICE PRESIDENT

Southern States Industrial Council

The White Feather Lodge, Edwards, Union City, Vice Chief,
Metropolis,
Ogle,
Order of the Arrow held its an- Kevin
nual Father & Son Banquet at the Secretary and Larry Robinson,
Ken-Bar Inn, Saturday January Murray, Treasurer.
23rd. The Order of the Arrow is
the Honor Camper Society of the
The Lodge Advisor for 1971 is
Boy Scouts of America.
William G.Canfield,former Four
The membership of the White Rivers Council President who
Feather Lodge is composed of the will be assisted by Chapter Adhonor campers within the visors: §tan Silver,. Ledbetter,
boundaries of the Four Rivers Bob Edwards, Union city and
Council, B.S.A, including Mc- Bob Waters, Sr., Murray.
Cracken, Ballard, Livingston,
Calloway, Marshall, Graves, Sherman Swanson, Paducah
,Fulton, Hickman, Carlisle Eagle Scout was presented the
Counties in Kentucky, Massac Hornaday Award - National Boy
Scout of America Conservation
County Illinois and_Obion County
_
-Aivard.
Tennessee.
During the evening the 1971
The affair was attended by one
Lodge Officers were elected and
installed. Theya are: Jeff Cates, hundred and thirty Arrowrnani
Paducah, Lodge Chief, Butch and their fathers.

draw a weitare check trbm the
Family Assistance Fiasco
federal government to supplement his income and bring it
In recommending drastic up to the level the government
averhaul of California's welfare says he should be at.
system, Gov. Ronald Reagan
This supplement, however, will
rightly termed welfare -a cancer come from the wages of the
eating at our vitals." He insisted other, more respotiSible citizen
that "able-bodied recipients work who works alongside him on the
and meet their own respon- job. The latter pays the tax, while
sibilities." He also called for the irresponsible citizen gets it
elimination of "the cloak of subsidy. In other words, the
secrecy" around welfare case. Family Assistance Plan, by its
This recommendation by the very nature, is unfair to
in
Reagan administration
responsible, working citizens.
California Constitutes genuine
Family
as the
Costly
system,
welfare
reform of the
Assistance Plan would be in
adNixon
the
whereas
dollars, it would be even more
ministration's Family Assistance costly to the nation in terms of DONATES EYES
Fisher Body-Chevrolet complex
the
spread
only
Act would
lost incentive. The plan would CINCINNATI (UPI) — The in suburban Norwood was
-cancer" of welfare.
take from the working man his corneas of Steve Howarth, 16, a imminent. He said it wa
The hurtful effgct of the Family incentive to acquire skills. As high school student who died of "pretty definite" that one-thilli
Assistance Act was ably spelled Congressman Landrum ob- a baseball bat clubbing, have of the 8,500 workers will be
out some time ago by U. S. Rep. served, the administration is been donated
to sightless furloughed in mid-February.
Phil M. Landrum (134-Ga. in a proposing a statute •:that does persons. His parents--rwid John Criig of Dayton, a
speech on the floor of the House of something we have'never done Friday
corneas' • *ere spokesman for General Motors,
the
Representatives. The
before by telling a working man transplanted in operations fol- would neither confirm nor deny
congressman made these telling
that because you make less than lowing their son's death Sun- the report.
points:
so much you are in poverty and day. The boy died three days
"We now have about two the
government is going to take after being struck on the head By NIFICOLAS DANILOFF
million people on the welfare public money and pay you a by a bat swung from. a passing WASHINGTON (UPI) —Derolls. as I understand it, but we subsidy."
car.
spite a congressional ban on
are, with this bill the FAP) In other words, the Nixon
sending U.S. advisers or ground
about to add 15 million as a
combat troops to Cambodia, the
rumored
-'off
Family
administration's
LAY
fninimum estimate, but as 'a
— A Nixon administration now ackUPI
CINCINNATI
Plan
out
is
Assistance
completely
maximum estimate in my of
types of
character with the way spokesman -for United Auto nowledges some
judgement between 25 and 30 America has done things. The
Workers local 674 says a major military personnel soon may be
the
million. And to administer
administration is proposing to layoff of workers at the huge dispatched to that nation.
Law for all these new welfare
guarantee—whether or not a man
recipients literally thousands of
works—an annual income equal
required."
be
will
new employes
to the amount the federal
. It is hard to believe that
government decides he shoald
President Nixon, who in 1968
have, If that's the way we are to
ps'omised to reduce the welfare do
things in future, many
efthe
load, truly understands
indolent element in
people—the
I know that ye seek Jesus.—Matthew 28:5.
fects of the FAP legislation he is the
and
country—won't work in
In despair after all other ways have disappointed, men tripe
pushing so hard.
future. They will say: "I don't more are turning to the Nazarine as the only safe guide and way.
Consider two men working side
need to work. I've got federal
by side, with the same skills and
Family Assistance."
4
drawing identical wages:
The Family Assistance Plan
One of these men, let us say,
would be heaven to those very
has five.or six children. He hasn't
real
human types referred to in
given thought to how he will feed
the -Welfare Cadillac" song. And
and clothe them and pay family
those men and women who want
bills over the years. The other
to work and be self-reliant surely
man has one or two children. He
will be embittered when they see
and his wife are mindful of family
lazy individuals assured a. perresponsibilities and the limits on
manent handout existence at a
the income.
ad- taxpayer.expense----------Nixon
the
Under
Traditionally, the American
ministration's Family Assistance
way has been for &Bien to wort
scant
paid
has
who
man
Plan,the
in order to make money. Now, the
attention to his income limit will
Nixon administration comes
-- along and
promises money
without work. Certainly, that's
not reform. On the contrary, the
minty Assistance Plan would
undermine the work ethic funArthur Garfunkel left) and Alan Arkin in a hilarious scene from
damental to the well-being of this
nation. It would turn the loafers, a Mike Nichols Film, "CATCH-22," presented by Paramount
Pictures Corporation in association with Filmways, Inc. Nichols
under-achievers and plain
directed the Technicolor-Panavlsion attraction based on the novel
irresponsible people into a
by Joseph Heller and screenplay by Buck Henry. The film,
provileged class. That's why it is
produced by John Calley and Martin Ransohoff and featuring an
so important that the Family
all-star cast, is now showing at the Capri Theatre.
Assistance Plan be defeated.
0
z
rv,
Woman power
iw yachts
.
NEW YORK (UPI) - The
little lady has a big' voice in
the purchase ofa yacht, leading
manuffcturers of the vessels to
equip them more and more
with appliances and conven..
leper* of Rigid Concern To
women, says David R. Parker,
Jr., president of Hatteras,
..
• ••
„
'Digester tHreetory
MANILA (UPI) - Representatives of mans media and
public utilities in Manila plan
•
a "disaster
to
conyik
•
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Late Show I I:30 pm

TONITE
'The Bang, Bang Gang"
No one under 18 admittec
FAT

TONITE thru TUE.

GEORGE SEGAL
RUTH GORDON

, .
FUR OUT—An artist enters
a fur -lined elevator at the
Museum of Contemporary
Crafts in New York during

"Where's
Poppa?"

a new fur and feathers exhibit featuring unusual

COLOR 1.

uses for _furs and feathers.
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on your
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TVA Seeks $3.7 Million Quotes
from The
For Land Between Lakes News
Two million dollars for continued development of Land
Between the Lakes and $1,710,000
for the year's operation of the
recreation-education complex
are included in a $56.6 million
TVA budget, part of President
Nixon's fiscal 1972 budget
request.

TVA said it also expects to
spend $86,464,000 in fiscal 1972
on the Cumberland Steam
Plant. However, that money
conies from power revenues
rather than from the federal
budget.
Development plans for LBL in
fiscal 1972 include continued
work on the Canal Scenic Road,
a 3.14nile drive along the
Kentucky Lake shoreline and
Barkely Canal.
TVA also plans to complete a
bridge on U. S. Highway 68

crossing over The Trace, the
major north-south artery
through the area.
Additional education stations
and arboretum features are
planned at the Conservation
Education Center in LBL. Work
is to continue at the Brandon
Springs Group Camp, which will
accomodate groups of up to 250
persons with indoor housing and
dining facilities for year-around
use.
erection
Turbogenerator
began in November at the coalfired Cumberland Steam Plant
on Lake /3arkely in Stewart
County. The project is expected
to be about 60 per cent complete
by this June, 85 per cent complete by June 1972.
TVA said its 1972 budget
request is only slightly higher
than the current year's appropriation of $56.2 million.
TOTAL APPROPRIATION
REQUEST-$ S6 6 MILLI084

OPERATING f X PE NSE
$280 MILLION
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THE TVA BUDGET-FISCAL YEAR 1972
knows _he will die Sept. 28, 1973.
FATALISTIC PROPHET He is so sure of it that he
AVELLINO, Italy (UPI)— unveiled
a bronze bust of
the
of
mayor
Antonio Battista,
himself Wednesday with the
village of Montefredane and a death date engraved on the
self-styled wizard, says he pedestal.

1

MURRAY
MUFFLER
SERVICE
753-8119

Parents for 'Nanny'
HOLLYWOOD (UPI) —
English star John Milli and
his playwright wife Mary
Fhiyley Bell will appear on
daughter Juliet Mills teletrision series. "Nanny and .the
"
ProIessdbr...

Murray Firemen Play The
Kirtsey PTA On Friday

Mrs. Fitzpatrick Competes For
Honor, Military Wife Of Year
Mrs Thomas (Bonnie) nlzpatrick, who formerly resided in

(Reg. U.S. Pat. Off.)
By United Press International
WASHINGTON—Secretary of
State William P. Rogers, saying
the United States is justified in
using air power anywhere in
Indochina:
''There is one enemy in
Vietnam—I mean one enemy in
Indochina. That's North Vietnam, and it is invading Laos
South
Cambodia and
and
Vietnam."

Mrs. Fitzpatrick has also been
instrumental in organizing an
economy housing assistance
service.
"Ronnie," as she is known, has
served as the welfare chairman
of the Thrift Shop Board, instituted the tradition of an annual
officers and wives Christmas
formal,and acted as a delegate to
the 1968 American Womens
Activities-German Convention.

Members of the Murray Fire
Department and members of the
Kirksey School Parent-Teacher
Association met in a basketball
game at the KitiLsey gym on
•
Friday night.
The score was Kirksey 89 and
the Firemen 86. The firemen are
sponsored by Jerry's Restaurant.
Other games scheduled by the
firemen are with the Hazel PTA
on Friday, February 12, and with
the Alin() PTA on Tuesday,
February 16.

Murray, and now residing in
Aschaffenburg, Germany, where
her husband, IA. Col. Fitzpatrick,
is commanding officer of the 1st
Battalion, 4th Infantry, has been
named Nordbayern District's
candidate for Military Wife of the
Year.
The honored woman and her
sons, Mike Timothy, and Sean,
lived at 1505 Cardinal Drive,
('urrently, Mrs. Fitzpatrick is
Murray, in 1967 while her
of the Catholic Ladies
President
husband was in Vietnam. Het Guild, past President and now BAGS SUBPOENA
sister, Mrs. Karl Hussungs, active
NEW YORK (UPI)—A US,
member of the Officer and
CAPE KENNEDY—A space resides at 900 Meadow Lane,
Civilian Wives Club, belongs to postal inspector Wednesday
agency spokesman reporting en Murray. •
Frankfurt PTA, presented an exhibitor at the
Apollo 14 commander Alan B. As the nominee from Nord- the lianau and
a
Botique Show
Youth National
American
the
on
serves
Shepard's session in a simula- bayern, Mrs. Fitzpatrick will
program subpoena for selling replicas of
summer
Activities
tor:
represent 100,000 military perand as a Red U.S. mailbags.
"Al just wanted to make a sonnel and their families as she planning committee
Bob Glazier, who runs the
is also an
She
Cross
volunteer.
few more runs in the simulator participates in a world wide, all
all Hapiglop Leather Shop in
of
supporter
enthusiastic
by himself. I guess you'd call it service search for the woman
community German-American Woodstock, N.Y., said he was
a final brushup."
who most nearly characterizes
and has maintained selling, at $45 each, canvas
functions
the role played by the serviceand lasting friend- pony express mailbags with
meaningful
MONTGOMERY, Ala.—Wal- wives in enhancing the people,te
families, tile "U.S. Mail" written on front.
German
ter L. Allen, acting state public people relationships in both ships with
The subpoena alleges illegal
said.
release
Army
safety director, denying reports military and civilian cointalented possession, manufacturing and
a
is
Fitzpatrick
Mrs.
Alabama plans a secret elite munities, according to an Arly
seamstress, and one of her most distributing items with governpolice operating only at night: release.
lasting contributions to her ment markings and false
like
something
"This sounds
Mrs. Fitzpatrick said "I
was
husband's battalion is a set of representation. Glazier
tait of a comic book."
honestly believe that we all
which she and ordered to appear before a
flags
nation
NATO
to communicate with c
the battalion executive officer'al grand jury Feb. 3.
PINKHAM NOTCH, N.H.—A passionate concern and love,
enjoys snow
weather observer, John Howe, a feeling that we are worthy wife made. She also
talents SUSPECTS IMPOUNDED
who spotted four missing individuals and it only takes an skiing and exhibiting her
to DETROIT (UPI) — James
mountain_ climbers as they outstretched hand. I. give of in gourmet cooking, according
Army rPIASP
the
Retzlaff, 98, * dog catcher in
walked w- to his station Arid myself, but -it always works out
Park,
Highland
suburban
waved:
that I receive much more than
dogged a trio of yeggs to
"It never occurred to me that give."
DEFLATED INCOMES
justice Wednesday.
these were the lost souls."
The former Murrayan, nee ANDOVER, England UPI)—
Retzlaff, armed with the .22Bonnie Lester, is the daughter el Forty employes at an engineercaliber rifle he uses on vicious
of
Lester
E.
P.
Mrs.
and
Mr.
WOMEN WANTED
ing firm turned up for work dogs, cornered three suspects
MADISON, Wis. (UPI)—A Cadiz Route One. She is. ta Wednesday —and found the shortly after a supermarket
group of . housefellows has graduate of Trigg County High factory gone. The faciory was a 'holdup.
_
suggested a possibie solution School and attended Murray 22,000 pound ($52,918j inflatable The - men
' opened fire on
for the University of 'Wiscon- State University.
structure. Police said that Retzlaff,
back,
shot
who
Their oldest son, Mike, attends during the-night there was a
sin's dorrnityro deficit —make
critically wounding one of
School
High
American
Frankfort
the dorms coeducational.
storm with gale-force winds them. He also shot out the tires
A coeducational living unit and recently received an ap- and the 75-foot-high balloon of their getaway car and kept
would significantly alter the pointment to the United States "simply .went bang and disap- them pinned down until police
behavior pattern of its res- Military Academy at West Point. peared."
arrived.
idents," the housefellows ad- Timothy is a student at a private
the
and
school in Florida,
scised the administration.
youngest, Sean, attends Haat"
Junior High at Hanau, Germany.
TALKS POSTPONED TODAY
Mrs. Fitzpatrick is the
PARIS (UPI) — American, supervisor of the Army ComSouth Vietnamese, North Viet- munity Service Office in
namese and Viet Cong dele- Aschaffenburg, Germany. She
gates took a break 'in the also is responsible for publishing
Vietnam peace talks today. The and distributing the "Villager", a
regular Thursday session was weekly paper which is the single
postponed
because of the most circulated and documented
Vietnamese Tet new year bulletin in "A'burg." To help
festival. The next meeting will handle the intricacies inheeent in
be Feb. 4.
renting on the German ecdn,q:iy,

AMID.

MAJOR HEALTH HAZARD — Termed a major health
hazard, garbage is piled around and over cans at the
Terrace Village housing project in Pittsburgh during a
walkout by city employes.
•. _

CELEBRATE
SWAT.
of Murray
Hwy. 641 So.

Your Family Restaurant
Invites You TO

SUNDAY BUFFET
Served Each Sunday
11:30 a.m. to 1:30 p.m.
$2.50 Including Drink, Dessert & Tax
2 PRICE FOR CHILORtN
1
/
Please the entire family... Bring them to the
restaurant where dining is a pleasure. Excellent
,food, fine service,-homey atmosphere! Make it a
Sunday habit.
Dial 753-5°86 for Reservations for You
Parties, Banquets, etc.
• Bridge Club,
1.65
MON. thru FRI. BUFFET - (Including Drink and Tax)

e Wive Moved.

DeliveredJn-ielurray...Only '1,957.25!

TV SERVICE CENTER WILL OPEN

(Includes State Sales Tax and 1971 License Plate-Drive It Out Today!!)

NITE

Monday, Feb. 1

Tuesday
•

A•

IN THEIR NEW QUARTERS
Between Roses and Kroger

ROW

ry's Baby
--

L.

Slif DARIO

•Jones Forestial

Introducing the Li'l Something.
Our least expensive 2-Door Sedan.

fa Woman
CJA,

Girardot
SAL RELEASE

Thiirriramething s,our elf:new 1200
took the ugly oat of economy and-put
We
-Door.
2
.the performance in.
New high-cam 69 HP engine,0-60 MPH
Gets up to 30 MPG.
seconds.
in 14.8
Front disc,brakes.alt=synchrornesti
interior,
, 4-speed stick shift, all-vinyl upholstered
-extras.
no-cost
of
Loads
seats.
front bucket
The Li'l Something-a lot of car for very
little money.

et
the

-rne 5iO2DOrSffSnPflve
96 HP overhead cam engine.Gets 0-60 ih 13.5
seconds.
Plus front disc brakes,fully independent
.
rear suspension,all-vinyl upholstered interior.
Many no-cost extras including whitewall
tires. Optional 3-speed automatic,too. dealer
-Looking for value? Your Datsun
has it in-the -610 2-DoorSedan and the new
1200'0'1- Something Drive,a Datsun,then decide.

Datsun 510. Our most expensive 2-Door Sedan.

in

Central Shopping Center

We appreciate the patronage of our friends and
customers during-the time we were located, at 312 North
fourtflatreet. In order to serve you be,tter we have moved
totright new quarters in Central Shopping Center.

Come In To See Us
UP
return.
ally or

2,222.68
(Price includes state sales tax
& 1971 license

BATSON:I
Datsun

(CO.
00

OFFICES

Ky.

plates.Lasater-McKinney

TV Service tenter
Between Roses and Kroger

Central, ihopping Center
Telephone 753-5865

604 So. 12th Street - Murray, Ky. OPEN TILL 8:00 P.M.
rr.
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Bynum Home Scene
Of Martin's Chapel
Program Meeting

SATURDAY—JANUARY 30 19

Mrs. J. B. Badmen . • •

Mame 111S-11/11

oimon't,

Mrs. Louise Bynum opened her
home for the meeting of the
Women's Society of Christian
Service of the Martin's Chapel
United Methodist Church held on
Tuesday, January 19, at seven
The regular luncheon meeting
o'clock in the evening.
the Alpha Department of the
of
"Cuba—A Study in the Reality
of Risks" was the subject of the Murray Woman's Club was held
program presented by Mrs. at the club house at noon on
Bynum,leader, who was assisted Saturday, January 23.
by Mrs. Wallace Ford, Mrs. Isaac Mrs. Edwin Larson gave a
Adams,and Mrs. Gerald Garrett. most timely and informative talk
"Eco-Castastrophe", a suject
The purpose of the program on
great
of
concern to each person.
was to become aware of tensions
women face today in Cuba and She read excerpts from various
how their faith has sustained well known authors who have
made a study on the relationship
them, Mrs. Bynum said.
Mrs. Hilman Coles gave the of organism and environment.
devotion with the scripture She said that by the end of the
reading from the 43rd chapter of century there would be such an
Isaiah and the fourth chapter of increase in population that with
John. The group sang "Love the present pollution problems
Divine" and a discussion period which effect the Mr/ and wild
life, we may face starvation, and
was held.
The president, Mrs. Gerald only the people themselves may
Garrett, presided and opened the save our country and themselves
business meeting by reading a by their concern.
poem, "People". Announcement Mrs. Larson said man is turwas made of the observance of ning our oceans and country into
the call to prayer and self denial junk yards, and human survival
to be held February 23 in the depends on new vision to save us,
and while the universe was
home of Mrs. Mary Ridings.
Mrs. Bynum closed the created for man's exclusive use,
meeting with a prayer entitled our resources are limited, and
the fate of our country depends on
"Brotherhood of Love".
Refreshments were served by laws created by our state and
)he hostess. Other members federal government, but mostly
-_,4aismot, not previously men- on ourselves.
tioned, were Mrs. Willie Ellis, The speaker was introduced by
Mrs. Coy Garrett, Mrs. Eunice Mrs. Robert N. Scott.
Henry, and Mrs. Harmon

11.3-10111

Sunday, January 31
Mr. and Mrs. Jesse
Wells
Lassiter of 506 Vine Street will
be
honored with an open house at
their home from two to four p.m.
in celebration of their 50th
wedding anniversary. All friends
Mrs. Maurice Christopher, and relatives are invited.
chairman, presided, and Mrs.
Monday, February 1
Scott gave the devotion. Mrs. W.
The executive board of the
Preston Jones read the minutes
and called the roll, and Dr. Murray Woman's Club will have
Alberta Chapman, treasurer, its noon luncheon at the club
house.
gave her report.
Ot&

.4

During the business session it
was voted not to accept the
resignation of Miss Kathleen
Patterson who has been ill for
some time, but to grant her an
honorary membership, as she
has been a member in good
standing for over twenty years.
Members were reminded of the
Mid-Winter Board meeting of the
Federation
Kentucky
of
Woman'd Clubs at Covington
January 25-77, and of the district
workshop meeting at the Murray
Club on Friday, February 5, at
tam a.m. All members are urged
to attend.

Chapter M of P.E.O. Sisterhood
will meet at the home of Mrs. It
D. Roberts, 80(1 Sha-Wa Drive,at
7:30 p.m. with Mrs. Morgan Sisk
as assisting hostess. Mrs. Larrie
Clark will be in charge of the
program.

The use of furs and fake furs is lamps on matching tables just for
the great put-on for this season. the sake of doing so. More inThe bulkier, deep pile furs make terest can be created in a room
one appear large; the smooth pelt by placing one lamp on a table
furs usually do not add to ap- and another on a chest or corner
pearance size. If you are plan- of a desk. For equal distribution
The Baptist Women of Sinking ning to make a fake fur garmet, ,of light be sure the lamps are tts
Spring Baptist Church Is you would be smart to helect a same height from the floor.—
scheduled to meet at the church pattern with simple, straight Mrs. Mildred Potts, La Center,
lines and let the lush pile and Ky. 42056.
at seven p.m.
animal markings make the
The Lottie Moon Group of the garment look important. Avok To handwash sweaters and
First Baptist Church WMS will many little styling details like other knitted garments made of
meet at the home of Mrs. Glenn pocket flaps, bound buttonholes, wool, swish up a cool solution of
etc. Avoid eased seams as fur soap or detergent suds. Immerse
Wooden at 7:30 p.m.
and fur fabrics are difficult to the garment and squeeze the suds
The white elephant sale to be
ease. Sleeves may be set in; through several times. Always
held in March was discussed and The Kathleen Jones Group of
however, a raglan sleeve will be support the fabric with your
a committee was appointed to the First Baptist Church %VMS
much easier.—Catherine C. hands. Rinse thoroughly in the
contact each member regarding will meet at the home of Miss
Hazel Tarry at 7:15 p.m. Mtis Thompson, Hickman, Ky. 42050 same. manner. Roll in _e thick
donations for the project.
Phone 236-2351.
towel to remove excess rnositure
Hostesses for the meeting were Jane Rainey will be program
and then lay flat to dry. —Dean
Mrs. Max Hurt, Mrs. Huron leader.
Two states of mind that can Roper, Courthouse, Mayfield,
Jeffrey, Mrs. R. A. Johnston,
Mrs. Edwin Larson, and Miss The executive board of the contribute to accidents are being Ky. 42066 Phone: 247-2334
Alma School PTA will meet at the in a hurry and being angry.
Mary Lassiter
People in a hurry are inclined to Tired of conventional-colored
school at 1:30 p.m.
take chances they wouldn't take vegetables? How would you like
otherwise. They might drive too green cauliflower? It even star
fast or overlook some safety green after cooking. It was
Tuesday, February 2
practices they would ordinarily produced by researchers at
The Jessie Ludwick Circle of
Michigan State University Exthe
First
Presbyte
rian
Church
right AA with the emerging
angry person is likely to periment Station b,t.crostsing a
will meet at the home of
•
giant, Paraphernalia, sponsored
fo.liow.
sisH
An aside sound reason and good white cauliflower variety
Charlie Crawford at 1:30 p.
byPuritan Dress Co.
ygroceed in a dangerous and with broccoli. It's wily in the
ughtless manner. You need early developing stages-not yet
Production Problems
The Annie Armstrong Grou
she didn't like the production
Ifrne
to think quietly when you're available.—Mrs. Patricia ,Curt,
the First Baptist Church Wid&
probleire al) went int6 a round will
aligry or upset. For example, it singer, Courthouse, penton, Ky.
meet at the home of Mrs.
of designing for Capezio, I.
would be dangerous to you and 42025
Jesse Spencer at 7:30 p.m. with
Miller, awl, Alvin Duskin.
others to handle machinery. You
Mrs. Karl Hussung as program
might do or say something in an KEEP THE WOE FIRES
Last year the door to success
leader.
opened wide when Alley Cat
4 attempt to release your anger. BURNING—but Safely. . Have
gave her a berth and full
You lose concern for your own you checked your chimney
The First Urnted Methodist
control.
safety and persons about you lately? If you're planning a cozy
Church WSCS will meet at the
Some have said
when you're angry.—Maxine fire for those long, cold wintry
Betsey church at ten a.m. with
the
Johnson's clothes have
a executive board meeting at 9: Griffin, Federal Bldg. Clinton, evenings, you'd better think
carnival look. And some wonder
Kyl 42031 Phone: 653-2231.
ahead, according to the U. a
a.m.
when her personal carnival will
Dept. of Agriculture. If you're
be over. "It's not a carnival,"
MurraxAseernbly No, 19 Order Forget about putting matching fortunate enough to have a real
she said.
of the Rainbow for Girls willl
"Look out the window," she
meet at the Masonic Hall at seven
said. "Everything goes with
pm
everything. "This matching of
color and pattern is something
Group I of the First Christian
we've been taught. It's contrary
Church CWF will meet with Mrs.
to nature."
James Hart at ten a.m. wi
Mrs. H. J. Bryan in charge of the
program.

Soybean products
Did you know that oleomarginge;and non-dairy coffee creamers have something in common' If you
don't think so—take a seccod look. Both are made
from soybeans. In fact,
most cooking or salad oils
labeled only vegetable oil
are primarily soybean oil.

Short Cu"
. Stack a dessert
\pplesauce

atop pound
toppedk with
whipped cream that has
been accented with
chopped walnuts provides a
dessert for the sweetest
tooth.
PAP

slices.

to
Ca

plr
hat
en

Three interesting projects
were begun. Mrs. M.0. Wrather,
gave a lesson on the making of
hairpin lace. Mrs. H. J. Bryant
instructed the group on the
making of hooked rugs. Mrs
Paul Fleming gave a lesson or:
the art of Macrame.

7
0

Hostesses for the morning were
Mrs. Richard Tuck, Mrs. Charles
Tuttle and Mrs. Burton Young

ME
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is'
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eel lazy?
;358 TEDDY BEAR — Jacqueline Sayers, 8, cuddles
"Minky," a mink Teddy
bear, at the 18th annual
British Internhtional Toy
Fair in Brighton. It is made
of six mink pelts apd is
priced at $358.80.

mo

When your iron level is
too low, you can't have as
rich a hemoglobin as you
need, and you have too few
red blood cells. This condition is called nutritional
anemia. Some of our socalled "laziness" is often
related to anemia. One
should see a doctor when
these symptoms occur.
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SPECIALS!
February I, February 2, February

4
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The Delta Department of the
Murray Woman's Club will meet
at the club house at 7:30 p.m.
Hostesses will be Miss Sue
Fariless, Mesdames W. J. Gibson, Dwight Crisp, Walter Bak%
George Hart, and Vernon
Roberts.

hin
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are
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SLACKS

TROUSERS
SKIRTS
SWEATERS

sur
ant
the
she

(PLAIN)

The Kappa Department of the
Murray Woman's Club will meet
at the club house at 6:30
p.m. IV
the Valentine Sweetheart DinneY.
Hostesses will be Mesda
Jerry Henry. J Field M
tgomery, Robert Hibbard, Dan
McKinney, Ron Christophe)}
Dwain Taylor, and Jimmy Ford.
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Shape and form
According to Webster,

Easy chowder

Fruit storage

Group II of the First Chi.
'
Church CWF will meet with
Gatlin Glopton at two p.m. with
Mrs. Clem Moore as cohostess.
Mrs. Lassie Pickard will hesobd
the program

MONDAY
TUESDAY
WEDNESD AY

Ir
met
the

Walnut toast

Clothes That Do Not Match Are Designed
By. Betsey Johnson; Designs Of All Kind

By PATRICIA lifeCORMACIC
NEW YORK (UPI)—Betsey
Johnson designs knickers with a
floral and needlepoint look. She
The beautiful home of Mrs. designs blouses with geometric
Verresn Nance on Dogwood Drive Pnittkr-she turTo- out knee socks
was the scene of a delightful with the look of animals
coffee held in honor of Mr. embroidered on.
If you 'are a Betsey7 Johnson
Calvin Wells Overbey, and
Glenda Doran, on Saturday, fan, as increasing numbers of
January 23, from nine-thirty to females from 13 to 40 plus are
eleven-thirty o'clock in the you know the things with the
uncoordinated
patterns
morning.
are
Mrs. Nance, Mrs. Scott Mc- meant to be worn all together.
Nabb, Miss Frances Whitnell, And never mind about all the
and Mrs. Billy Murdock were the things you've been taught about
gracious hostesses for the bridal clothes matching.
Miss Johnson, 28, and Wethoccasion.
Receiving the guests with the erfield, Conn., gift to the
honoree were her mother, Mrs. nation's garment district, is the
H. Glenn Doran, and Mrs. Nance. chief designer at Alley Cat, a
The recent bride chose to wear sportswear firm that contracted
for the occasion a multi-colored for her exclusive services a
midi dress and her mother wore a year ago.
In that year, while business
coral knit dress. They were
presented hostesses' gift cor- failures and fiscal blues hit
much of the nation's garment
sages of white carnations.
Miss Mary Alice Doran, sis ter center, Alley Cat did more
of the honoree, wearing a green business than it did during the
velevteen dress with a corsage of previous two. By that you may
white carnations, presided at the judge that Betsey Johnson has
register at the table overlaid with a successful touch in the world
a white linen cloth and centered of fashion.
Miss Johnson, as unpretenwith a silver vase of pink and
white carnations and baby's tious in person as the clothes
she designs, said in an
breath.
The beautifully appointed interview that you can tell by
dining room table was overlaid her designs that she loves her
with a white linen cloth and work. And she traces the
centered with a silver epergne success to the fact that when
filled with pink and white car- the clothes are on the rack,
nations and baby's breath customers can feel that love.
Surprise In Design
flanked by pink tapers in silver
candelabra. Coffee was served "I like to think of all the
from the silver service along with funny things in life," she said.
heart shaped biscuits with "I want all of my things to be a
sausage, cinnamon wagon sprprise. My things shout, sing,
wheels, pizza spins, and mince Whisper, mischievously — isn't
meat pastry shells. The ap- life fantastic and isn't it funny?
She
makes wrap apron
pointments were in silver.
On a small table a breakfast clothes, bikinis, coats, evening
beverage was served tram a dresses, all with the unexpected
punch bowl. The gunde ie
—Pefferns, the unexpected mixes
seated at individual card tables, of pattern and color and the
overlaid with white cloths and homespun, homemade look. The
centered with nosegays of pink retail price range if $12 to $60.
Chronological age has nothing
and white carnations, placed in
to do with being a Betsey
the living room and den.
Fifty-flve guests called during Johnson fan. -My customers
art from 13 to 30 or 45," she
the morning hours.
said
"A woman's fashion age
depends on where her head's at
—and where her heart is."
Prepare four servings of
Miss Johnson, the maker of
Instant mashed potatoes achappy clothes, got a degree. in
cording to package direcart from Syracuse University.
tions. Then, gradually stir
Then she was a guest editor on
in one to one and one-half
Mademoiselle Magazine. She
cups milk or light cream
worked in an art department
until mixture is of cream
and then moved into the big
soup consistency. Add one
time in the rag business. Her
can (41
/
2 or 71
/
2 oz.) crab
meat, drained and flaked,
super individual styles went
one can (3 lo 4 oz.) sliced
mushrooms, drained; one
tablespoon Instant minced
Dried
fruits can
be
onion: one tablespoon finestored at cool room temperly chopped parsley and salt
ature for six months or
and pepper to taste. Heat
longer
but
refrigerator
through and serve.
storage is preferable.

Boil dry beans and whole
peas in water tor two Minutes before soaking them
tan hour) to reduce the time
required for cooking split
peas tied in soup and lentils. however. may be boiled
•
without soaking

fireplace and want to consider
"lighting &"—then check it all
out now. It shouldn't smoke
excessively—find it should
contain a safe fire. Does your
fireplace smoke? You can
usually eliminate that problem;
The Creative Arts Department
check for fallen bricks in the
the Murray Woman's Club met
chimney(they could block the
flue). Then check for loose at nine-thirty o'clock on Monday
mortar joints, or nearby trees or morning, January 25, at the
tall structures causing eddies Clubhouse.
Mrs. Ken Adarns, chairman of
down the flue—any one of these
could cause a srnokey fireplace. the department presided. Mrs
If you still have the problem—try Adams expressed her apa metal hood across the top of the preciation to Mrs. Dan Harrell
fireplace opening.—Barletta and her committee for decorating
Wrather, 209 Maple, St., Murray, the clubhouse so beautifully for
the Christmas Holidays,
Ky. 42071 Phone: 753-1452
Mrs. A. W Russell, secretary,
read the minutes and called the
roll. Mrs. Russell also introduced
eleven new members into the
Like cinnamon toast at department.
your house' Add finely
chopped walnuts to your
Names of the new members
cinnamon sugar, and sprininclude; Mrs. Tommye Taylor,
kle over hot buttered toast
Mrs. Thomas Brown, Mrs
as usual. Delicious on butDonald L. Story, Mrs. Hunter
tered toasted English mufLove, Mrs. John R. Thompson,
fins, too. Untoasted bread
Jr., Mrs. John R. Farrell, Mrs
also profits by the cinnaCharles Simon, Mrs. Wallace M
mon-sugar-walnut
treatFord, Mrs. M. C. Garrott, Mrs
ment. Spread slices or
Don L. Fuqua, and Mrs.
strips of bread generously
with soft butter or margaRaymond Carter.
rine. Press, buttered side
A letter from Mary Anna
down, into walnut mixture.
Marshall, recipient of the
Always welcome in lunchCreative Arts department annual
boxes, or for an afteraward was also read. Mrs
school or teatime snack.
Robert Hopkins gave the
treasurer's report.

Meeting Creative
Arts Department
Held On Monday

%Os V444 itia144,

Mrs. Edwin Larson Presents The Program
At Alpha Department Luncheon Meeting

Mrs. Overbey Is
:Honored At Coffee
.A.t the Nance Home

PA

•••••

sABEL Hayes Barrow. from
I Irasintrg, Vt gets credit
for multiple "firii4." She was
first phonographer (shorthand
stenographer) of her sex at
U$. State Department
and
thereby entrusted with state
secrets
and similarly confidential stenographer to Con
gressional committees
Meanwhile, she prepared her
self as first womarr ophthalmologist, and consequential
medical school lectUrer on eye
diseves_ As practitioner of
ophthalmology in a Boston
clinic. also wife and mother.
she was part-time editor of
The Christian Register lin
which she gave much space to
instruction of women for ca.
leers as stenogrIsphero.,
(Dist. by King Features Sy nclicao,o

macaroni is -a paste, composed chiefly of wheat
flour dried in the form of
long slender tubes, and
used, when dried, as an
article of food." How drab
a description of such a delightful dish' Not content
simply with "long slender
tubes," the citizens of each
Italian community had
their favorite ways of preparing macaroni. Romans
prepared theirs in strips. In
Bologna they preferred flat
ribbons. In Sicily they
rolled the pasta on knitting
needles to form a dried
spiral. In any shape or
form, macaroni, together
with its brothers, certainly
cannot be dismissed as a
mere "article of food
Macaroni is a feast.

Crisp crust
With a littie care yosi
can avoid a soggy pie truston custard pie. Use as little
water as possible when
4'haking the pastry and
sure the rolled nut crust
has no cracks or holes
Chill the pastry shell about an hour before baking the
pie Of course, the filling ,
should be egg-rich.
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Mix 'em or Match 'em!
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Lining, Slack Suits, Suede And Fur Trim, Formal, Maxi
And Pleated Garments Extra.
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Shirt Special
Laundered to perfection! a... Folded or on Hangers
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club eFists and he can find it, he
Remembering what had been "I could not stand longer than falls.
certain if such a is eligible to join.
is
thing
One
pain
the
without
10
minutes
drilled into me for two years, I
put my feet together, tried to becoming unbearable—ant
relax, and looked down as the doctors told me I would never by
any better," Rice remembers.
pain exploded:"
His comrades tell him he Using the free military air
bounced about four feet high travel available to him, he went
when the command came to when he landeekin a semi-sitting to Switzerland to spend some'
Now he says his brush with
"Go!" to the 50 men in the fotw- position—his fdet striking the time recuperating in the healthy
death was -the best thing that
engine aircraft. The fifth of 25 ground first and then his leg and mountain climate. Then when his
ever happened to me."
men to exit one door of the silver hip and back along his right side. father, an Army major, was
Explaining his philosophic
he hit the ground His back was broken in four transferred to Europe, Rice
transport,
outlook, the 28-year-old Murray
last of the 25 had places and his spinal cord enrolled at the American College
the
before
State University senior says he
out.
him
followed
career
severely pinched by the of Switzerland at Leysin, Switwas headed for a military
Rice, who enlisted right out Si tremendous impact. He also zerland.
in the footsteps of his father when
high school, recalls that he was suffered massive bruises and
he was critically injured at Fort
pushed or stumbled" as internal bleeding. But he never He met his wife, Pamela,
"either
1964.
of
Bragg, N. C., in June
the
door, causing him to lost consciousness.
left
he
whose home is Garden City, N.
Following more than two years
The result was—in "Then I thought I was going to Y., during the year he attended
badly.
exit
of hospitalization, he was
lingo—a
paratrooper
die. There is no way to describe the college in Switzerland.
medically retired from the Army
complete failure the terrible pain. Although my Following their marriage, they
a
"streamer,"
and enrolled in college "because
of the parachute to deploy and legs were not broken, the pinched both enrolled at Murray State in
there was nothing else I could
take air.
column of nerves in my back early 1968. She will finish her
do." He will finish his bachelor's
Realizing his chute had made me think they were bachelor's degree in speech this
degree in finance in January,
malfunctioned, he tried futilely to mangled. I was certain I would go month and go into a master's
1971, and go into graduate school
use his reserve. But It tangled into shock and die."
program in the same field.
with a major in economics during
with the main. His plunge to the He was removed from the drop
the spring semester.
15
ly
a
earth took approximate
zone by helicopter, marking the As the son of career soldier,
"So actually my education
seconds, "not really long enough beginning of about 27 months of Rice says his three years of
beyond high school is a direct
to panic because I was busy hospitalization—most of it at residence in Murray is the
result of my injury," he conto get my reserve to Walter Reed Army Hospital in longest period of time he has
trying
mean
I
tinued. "That's what
work."
Lived in one location in his life.
Washington.
when rsay it's the best thing that
Mathematicians at Murray His, left leg was paralyzed And he adds that he will "hate to
ever happened to me."
'state figure he hit the ground at a several months and progress leave."
Rice was in the maintenance
speed somewhere between 110 and toward recovery was exIncredibly, his physical concompany of the aviation battalion
110 m.p.h. Rice just knows it was cuciationl? slow. After spending dition has improved now to the
of the 82nd Airborne Division on
"too fast from too high." He about a year in the hospital, he point he is jogging to try to regain
the day of the jump—his 29th in
describes his thoughts this way: underwent an operation to muscle tone lost in his long
two years as a paratrooper.
"Dying never occurred to MO.-- correct damage to his psine. hospital confinement. He admits
Looking back now, he can see
probably because I never fully
the
to
up
leading
to many aches and cramps but
Then he stayed another year.
omens
bad
realized that my chute had Finally released after being says he is much better than he
jump. He lost his chinstrap and
JOG TIME AT MURRAY STATE: Irwin G."Pat" Rice takes a
rnalfaunctioned completely ant) I medically retured at the rank of ever expected to be again.
had to borrow one to hold his steel
out from a busy academic schedule to jog on the Murray
time
thought
I
a
rock.
like
was
falling
One interest he has now is
E-5 in 1966, he was awarded 60
helmet on before he was allowed it
University campus where he will finish work on his
State
was
I
So
open.
was partially
per cent permanent disability locating a club he has heard
more than
to board. Then the hulking troop
more worried about broken bones and granted the same benefits as about with a small and unique, bachelor's degree this month. Rice was hospitalized
carrier—a C-124—took three trips
an injury in 1964 when his parachute failed to
following
years
two
being killed.
than
know
a 20-year retiree. But all he could membership. He does not
to get off the runway.
open during a military jump and he fell 1,250 feet to the ground.
"Just before I hit I saw tke
see ahead was a future filled with the name of it but it Is limited to He plans to do graduate work in economics.
Authorized as a night jump, it
eyes
my
horizon flash in front of
people who have survived long
was nonetheless still twilight and I knew I was in bad trouble. pain.
Photo by Wilson Woolley
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Murray State Stucient_Says Brush With
Death Is Best Thing To Happen To Him

tive Aria Department
ay Woman's Club met
y o'clock on Monday
January 25, at the

By Dwain McIntosh
Irwin G. "Pat" Rice plummeted 1,250 feet to the ground—
the exact height of the Empire

his
State
Building—when
parachute malfunctioned during
a military jump more than six
years ago.
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He's giving up
• lfriend for Lent
By Abigail Van Buren
DEAR ABBY: My boy friend told me I shouldn't expect
to see him between Ash Wednesday and Easter Sunday because he was giving ME up for Lent.
I told him I was terribly disappointed and asked him to
please reconsider and give up movies because that's what I
had planned to give up. He said, No, movies wouldn't be a big enough sacrifice.
Now I don't know what to think I'd like your opinion. —KATHY
DEAR KATHY: If your boy friend gives you up for Lent,
you'd be ahead to give HIM up for Lent Mimed of movies.
DEAR ABBY: I recently built an "office" for myself in
our home, which I find very convenient because I can now
spend more time at home than in my downtown office.
My wife's apparent annoyance with this new arrangement has become obvious, and that is my problem.
It is very depressing to be asked the first thing in the
morning. "What is your schedule today?" (What she means
is, "Ar_e_yon going to stay home all day and get in_my_
waY7"T
Due to the emotional tension of my work, I often jog in the
morning and nap in the afternoon and this displeases my
spouse no end I figure that this will keep me in good
physical condition and possibly increase the number of years
I will be around, which I suspect is another source of
annoyance to her.
I thought of a solution: Suggesting that she go back to
work, teaching school. Or have you a better idea? We have
been married for 19 years and have three lovely children.
—SENSITIVE
DEAR SENSITIVE: Quit guessing, and ask your wife
sajne pertinent questions: "Why are you unhappy with my
home office setup? Why do you object to iny jogging in the
Would you tike for me to
a. in. and snoozing in the p.
just drop dead and get out of your way entirely?"
Don't fight fire with fire by trying to get HER out of the
house. You two need a good healthy truth session.
DEAR ABBY: My daughter is engaged to marry a young
man she went with all thru high school. He went overseas,
but was sent home before his hitch was up because he had
been having "blackouts." He spent several months in the
hospital under observation, and was then discharged, but he
still sees a psychiatrist once a month at the V. A. hospital
lie has struck my daughter several times. Once I saw
him slap her hard across the mouth and I really gave him a
good piece of my mind. What worries me is that after they
are married they will be living in another state andj am
afraid of what he may do to her.
How can I get her to postpone her wedding until I am
sure he is all right? Or should I just leave well enough alone
and hope for the best? She told me herself that he is no more
the boy she used to go with than the man in the moon, arid
she's afraid of him at times.
I don't like to interfere, but I can't sit and let my
daughter make what could be a serious mistake. Do you
think I should contact the boy's doctor and ask him some
—WORRIED
questions?
DEAR WORRIED: I think your daughter should
postpone her wedding until after SHE has talked to the boy's
doctor. In fact, she should ask to go with him on his next
visit to the doctor, and together they should get an WNW
report on his condition. No Old should marry a an et whips
she is afraid.
DEAR ABBY: After reading in your column that many
people dislike receiving annual Christmas letters in which the
writer brags about hubby's promotion, the wonderful
vacation and how well the kids are doing, we decided to write
one playing up our tough luck. It was easy. We mentioned
our car accident, stock market losses and how the whole
family came down with the flu.
It was much better received than those we had written
telling about our good luck. I guess people love you more
—SCRIBE
when your luck is down.
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NOW EVEN GREATER SAVINGS ON
NEW SPRING BONDED ACRYLICS
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Our Entire Stock! Famous Mills 53.99 to 55.99
BRAND NEW SPRING- 1971
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BONDED TURBO
ACRYLICS

at a New Low, Low Price! Machine
Our Entire Stock of Brand New Spring 1971 Bonded Turbo Acrylics, now
Checks, Stripes and Solids in All New
washable Bonded Turbo Acrylics in a large selection of Plaids,
Spring '71 colors! Every yard First Quality on Full Mill Bolts.

• e ••••
•••••••

Is,

•

NOW, ALL ONE NEW LOW PRICE .

From Famous Name Mills
First Quality, Full Bolts
54" to 58- Wide, Waatable
Plaids, Stripes Tweeds, Solids, etc.
All New Spring 171 Colors and Patterns
*Very Yard!
.Trcin
Save up 10-14

YD.

MONEY BACK GUARANTHII
Your money back

if you can find the sam• First Quality, New Spring

1971 Bonded Turbo Acrylics cheaper

elsewhere!

Be there Monday, 9:00 a.m. Sharp, for the
Bonded Acrylic Buy of the Season! Don't miss
this unbeliavable buy, come early for best
selection! We cannot guarantee quantities to last
at this low price!
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Kell) sew,son of Mr. and Mrs. William B. Seale, is engrossed
Library.
in N ork on an assignment at-the Calloway County Public
at the
Christopher
Lochie
Mrs.
of
student
grade
sixth
He is a
Mstln Elementary School.
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Study Of-Deer In Land
Between—Lakes Underway
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By Lee Smith
Phone 4364845

Welcome friends. Perhaps the past week has been less exciting
for you. . and we truly hope so. Sunday morning should have
given a clue as to what to expect for the week. The entire seven
days could have been cancelled.
Went to the "Holler- hoping for hunters-what we found was
'ow- selves hopelessly stuck'in clay and sand which evidently had
no bedrock. Thank goodness the boss was driving. We would be
there yet-except for this gentlemmen. MR. DAVID HUTSON!
Thank you 'sir. Mr. Hutson works with FRANK DIBBLE and the
Irish and Wildlife Department. He is originally from Trigg
County. Strangers are nicer all the time.
-4- -4- +
CALVIN HALL, rnanuvered three young sportsmen our way.
This assistance is most sincerly apprecigted. He steadfastly
refused to allow us to get a picture of himserf, "Snoopy" and the
birds. Sez' we have already had him, just wait:gill he gets that
string of fish. Actually I'll bet he was afraid we might accidently
get his name and story under the picture, and he didn't want to
spoil our image. Our appologies for the 'butchering job' and our
thanks for being a good sport and sportsman..

SATURDAY-JANUARY 30 1971
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"It's all part of Smokey's new 'yet tough'
policy."

-

`./

Robert Hawkins* a doctors
CARBONDALE, ILL,-How a
bunch of short-legged inunigrant- degree student under Klimstra
deer have survived and will be in charge of the Kentucky
prospered in mid-America is the fallow deer project. Klimstra is
in- looking for a qualified postsubjef.1 of a two-year
vestigation newly launched by graduate ciandidate who can live
Southern Illinois University's and work among the target
Cooperative Wildlife Research population for the entire two year
study.
Laboratory.
With hacking from the Ten- It will be the first full scale U.S.
nessee Valley Authority (TVA), research effort on fallow deer,
the deer-minded 81U lab will Klimstra says.
study the ecology, population "It appears that the Kentucky
dynamics and other important herd has got it made; from 20 to
factors backing up the success of 1,000 in 50 yearrs is a bit surfallow deer which share some prising, considering everything.
10,000 acres of Kentucky's Land- We hope to find out why this herd
Between-the-L kes area with has been successful, where
ed American others have failed."
their white-

US
typc
5:00

1969
all
bra
5:00

CLC
Phu

COUSIILS.

It's about the only place in
America where the Eurasian
imports have done well at all.
Other introductions of fallow deer
In such places as Texas,
Nebraska, West Virginia and
Finishing behind him in sec- Maryland have mostly fizzled
By JACK WOLIS.TON
ond, third and fourth places, out.
respectively - all using MerSome small herds thrive in
New Displays In
NEW YORK (UPI) - It curys and Molinari-hulls -- were preserve-like enclosures
Land Between the Lakes
was a rather lean year for Jim Mertrm, Oshkosh, Wis.; (Illinois' Argonne National
Kiekhaefer Mercury outboards Renato Molinari, Como, Italy, Laboratory,for instance), but the
A new series of interpretive
in the winner's circle, but the and Bob Hering, Sheyboygan, family of fallows in Kentucky is
displays telling the dramatic
big engine manufacturer cli- Wis.
by far the nation's most suc- historical story of Land Between
maxed the -1970 racing camMerten•and Nlolinari, like cessful.
the Lakes has been installed at
paign wdh an awesome dis- Sirois, were using twin engines.
For Wiliffrd Klimstra, director Center Station in the Conplay of power in the recent Hering, with a single engine,
of the SIU Laboratory, the TVA servation Education Center.
Outboard World Championship captured top honors in that
research grant ($15,500) fleshes From the days of the prehistoric
at Lake Havasu City, Ariz.
out a cross-continental deer Indians and early European
Hulls propelled by Mercury div(
is
ri°
M°
(:
. managed to get three
power plants finished one, two, finishers in the top I()- Jerry program that probably has few, if settlers to the clang and clamor FRANKFORT,Ky.-Back door the pond be renovated and then
of the iron industry era, through fishing started in Kentucky
three, four in the $60,000 Craig, Baton, 'fi'x., -who any, equals.
many stocked. The renovation cost will
Since 1960, Klirnstra's field the black days of the Civil War, to
Havasu event to re-establish finished fifth; 11.1. McCune,
years ago when the fish and be charged to the owner, but the
have
teams
keeping
been
every
the legendary heyday of the wildlife agency
a dominance Mercury had held Denver, Colo., seventh, and
first began total cost is low.
since the race's inception. in Bruce (i.7 leach, Hawaiian (Jar- kind of book imaginable on the moonshiners, the displayt weave stocking ponds. In the
early days
white-tailed deer population at a colorful story of the rugged land
1964 but which it lost in 1969 dens,(:alif.,
th.
A word of caution. The deadline
it was believed that by dumping a
Orchard
Crab
the
National
Sirixis
to its major rival, Outboard
also kid the Merbetween the Tennessee and conglomeration
for applications is at hand. Apof
fish
into
a
Marine Corp., makers of Evin- cury cake It!, eloeking the fast- Wildlife Refuge.
CurnbeKland River valleys. Scale body of water,
good fishing would plications must be made by
rude and JOhrisonzmotors. . -- , cit. LipTn Havaiu ltisttiry -- - Three years ago, with financial models of old Center Furnace as
follow. This method did offer February 1, if the pond is to be
A boat powered by two 85.707 mph,
support from private and it once was and a typical pioneer
stocked during 1971. If the apEvinrudes and driven by Cesare
Where 141eretiry dominated government Sources, the SIU log home are among the many some fishing, but not for long.
plication is made after that date,
After
a
short
time
the
pond,
Massa biteable& and"Doc" display a day's limit of ten quail. -.-aieetli of Nesito,
in the 197f1 Virddlife - unit undertook an in- displays that lead visitors back
tWe
then the stocking operations must
containing
the
many
varieties
of
1969 Outboard World Cham- Outboard World Championship, tensive on-site examination of the through the pages
January, I3rd Mason and "Doc", a pointer, bagged ten nice
of history. fish, became over populated; the be delayed until next year. ( The
pionship and ONIC-powcred Nlolinari. as it did in 1%9, habits and life-style of Florida's
quail to fill the hunters bag. The gun is a Remington 'Sportsman
Others graphically illustrate the fish became stunted;
fishing was Fisheries Division must make out
hulls
went
in
outclassed.
1970
on
to
win
the
r6cing
tither
pint-sized Key Deer, a - curious increasing need for protecting
58'
undesirable and the farmer arid the delivery routes for the whole
the big (lasses in the national hulk The first 10 finishers pygmy species once at the very and
conserving a quality enMASON and wife SLINDA have three youngsters. LINDA is
his fishing firneds were state-this is time consuming and
Outboard Pleasure Craft cham- pihrted
threshhold of extinction.
eleven, is in the 6th grade and attends Concord School. KENvironment.
necessitates the early deadline.
pionships and capture the pres:
discouraged.
The high-flyingiunnel hulls
ThO TVA study will add an Center Station is located at the
NETH,age ten is in the 4th'grade at Concord. GERALDINE,is • rtigious Six Hours i't( Paris and were edesigned loy
Angelo exotic dimension to Laboratory
five years old. The family live near Cherry Corner. Mason is
end of Silver Trail, a I-way Enter the scientific man- If the application is accepted,
Six Hours of Berlin endurance 11olitiari. father of third-place
efforts.
employed at Murray Manufacturing Company. Mr. Hall was
you can expect the following
events.
'driver-Renato ‘144inari of Ital.
)
.• Twenty fallow deer-stubby in blacktop drive that forms the biologists who study the habits of
Mason's hunting partner, but( as we said ) isn't posing. Thank you
northern boundary of the Con- fish; their reproduction poten- delivery procedure: Bluegill, of
Rut Mercury came hack l'itry have revolutiimizeil
the leg, long in the tail and with servation Education Center.
gentlemen.
with &vengeance in the seventh Islaril racing in the
tials; their feeding procedures. the fingerling size, will be placed
in the ponds in March. They will
-annual renewal of the Havasu States and Eisirotw. The ••flies- antlers something like an elk's- Several nature trails are located After much
experimentation, it
competition at year's end when the boat with just the roarwant sere released in 1920 along with near the interpretive center
•
was establqhed that a balance of be packaged and delivered to the
Bill Sirois of Fort Lauderdale, tip- of tbe !MK, Li Darlsing [he Illivhite-tails on the old Kentucky including Long Creek, a paved
fish could Se. had in a farm pond if farmer at a prearranged place.
Woodland National Wildlife trail designed for the physically
Fla., with twin Nleres laved water.
The farmer will place the fish in
the correct species were stocked
onto a Molinari tunnel hull,
the pond. Then, after the bass
No it
kick to the drawing. Refuge. Despite the competition handicapped, and Hematite, a 2- in a given ratio.
roared to 'victory and first , board fipr- I Alt:, Mill is,... can and unfamiliar surroundings, the 1 2 mile walk around a 90-acre
spawn in the spring, fry wW be
prize of $18,000_ in record be sure that Merein, will not fallow herd has since grown to lake that has a wide variety of
It has progressed to this: The added to the pond in another
time.
real on its laurels. Best way 1,000.
plant and animal life. Nearby are best balanced farm ponds of delivery, taking the same route
Sirois, 10-v ear Ve Tan of tii. view it all is that till' Me
Klinstra says their inter- the ruins of old Center Furnace, today are those stocked with as did the bluegill. The farmer
powerboat raeinf an4 a -standrelationships with white-tailed and just a short drive away
110 Iwnefit. the IIII1St frion
is largemouth bass and bliaegill. will pick up the fish and place
out of Merl:Irv." crack racing - the iwetit' dicing program-NA
r will- be one thing STU Empire Farm that has farm tools Greater fish production is them in his pond. The farmer,will
team, covered 440 miles on the the engineering- eiimpctitiiin
researchers want to look at. To do and other artifacts dating back to available to the farmer and his be instructed how to handle the
four-mile Ilavisu course in tlw pulilic."Whatever the mitn- this, field sleuths will go to TVA's
friends, and the balance I if not stocking operations through
eight hours of competition, ufaeturers learn in these pro- fallow deer country armedwith the turn of the century. Center tampered
with may continue for instructions printed on the side of
Station is open every day from 9
averaging 79.25 miles per hour. grams is incorporated into the
many years provided the the box in which the fish are
all the tools they have used to a.m. to 5 pin.
This erased Scout's record of stock 'mils'aril. engines that
examine deer in Illinois
recommendations of the Fish and delivered. Affter the bass have
the previous year - 584 miles are ',might lit Lbw Impaling pule track and
Florida.
Wildlife Department are adhered spawned the following year, a
and
at 7.4 mph.
include
These
traps,
to.
few ponds offer some fishing; but
New Vacation Booklet
tranquilizer dart-guns, plactic
most often it is better to keep the
The Department is eager to
with the assistance of "Tom".
streamers
and
ear-tag
A new color booklet telling stock every farm pond that has pond closed for two years.
CROPPIE fishing is probably their favorite sport, although not fluorescent collars for day or
about the many vacation at- the potential to offer good fishing. Farm pond fishing is a family
in cold weather.
night spotting, battery-powered tractions
+ ++
in the Kentucky Lake- This is a free service, quite earily affair. It provides many hours of
enjoyable outdoor recreation and
In addition to sports, Mason and Mac are Professional recor- radio transmitters attached to Lake Barkley area has just been
attained. The farm pond owner
ding artist. Twin Oaks Recording .c.ompany in Nashville Ls the deer so their movements may released by Kentucky's Western
many excellent catches.
Danny MeCuistion and Mac McCniaton, sportsmen, entertainers
need
only
notify
his conservation The
headquarters. They have written some seventy-five songs. A be followed at all times-perhaps Waterland ( KWW ). KWW's
urgency right now is the
and buddies.
officer, who will inspect the pond,
recent recording, which is receivitig a good reception is, "Dolly even remotely-activated motion membership is made up of local
deadline. If you have a pond you
The briefest news coverage on these young men, would fill
determine
its
size,
whether
it
has
cameras.
picture
Pardon Me."
volurruis of interesting reading. The difficult part is finding a
businessmen around the lakes previously been stocked or is a want stocked, remember, let
On Big Pine Key, main sancDanny's family consists of wife CAROI.YN and a six year
starting place. As hunters, they own two registered redbone coon
old tuary for the Key Deer, Klirn- who are in the travel-serving new pond. He will then make Ya4r conservation officer know
son, MARK.
hounds. "Blood River Big Un" and "Dolly". Wednesday night
business or are directly in- application to the Department by February 1. If you can't make
it by that date, you'll have to wait
Mac's wife is LILA and she is employed at Murray State stra's agents have used 8mm. terested in promoting the region
they bagged one coon. Thursday and Friday night lucked out on
offices in Frankfort for fish to be
cameras that are triggered by as an
University. Their five year old daughter is RHONDA.
sighting '01' Ring, however the coons were present as they ( the
outstanding
vacation stocked in the given pond. If it's a a full year for your stocking
Both Mason and Mac are employed by Murray Manufacturing any movement in front of their destination. The guide, which has
program.
redbonet den-treed 4otr tinffes and treed two in the ground.
new pond, then a bit of figuring
lenses. Some of the Key Deer a directory
Company.
Seasons take about 25. Their motto being "take some and leave
listing most of the will determine the correct By the way, in 1969, the
bugged with radio transmitters vacation
Thank you gentlemen --good luck in all ,our endeavors'
some." Hunting site Hax Creek.
attractions
and number of bass and bluegill,la
Delia_r_tment stocked 340.950 bass
have been in continuous com- fduihties
,
Squirrel wise, they have a Black and Tan named "Torn". The
around the Mtn lakes, is stocked. If it's an old pond that ry and 1,243,400 bluegill
munication
researchers
with
Space and time being limited, we're instructed to "hold
first day of the season a filled bag contained 3 gray and 3 fox
down since the start of those studies in destributed all over the United has lost its fishing potential, then fingerlings in Kentucky farm
the chatter," there fore we'll 'cut out'. Next week-O'Kay?
squirrels. Total for the season approximately 50, all hunting done
States.
the officer vritl recomMend that Wide:
1968.

Boating

WARD - ELKINS

so USED CARS
ao' MINOR REPAIRS
* Phone 753-5162 *

CAIN & TAYLOR Our New Gun Department
Is Now Open!
GULF SERVICE
Ittb and MAIM Stresda
Murray, Kentucky
VERBLJE TAYLOR

•

C. B. CAM, is.

STOP
AND F ILL-UP
AT

OIL PRODUCTS

HELP PRESERVE
OUR WILDLIFE.

TAYLOR
MOTORS
4th•POPLAR

-WEST KENTUCKY'S ,
TB ANSPORTATION CENTER"
TOONE 713- irrt

* Alpax

* Cluirokoo

* AlumacrAlt

* Fabuglas

NA-CH URS
Liquid Fertilizer

GUNS and AMMUNITION
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Murray's Largest and Most Modern Market

I

We Give Treasure Chest Stamps >
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MURRAY HOME & AUTO

LIBERTY
Super Market
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CYPRESS SPRINGS

RICHARD ORR
01ST. CO.
Bulk Distributor
1109 Pogue Avenue.
Phone 75344152

CPEN EVERY EVENING UNTIL
MIDNIGHT
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RESORT

WE'LL TRADE FOR ANYTHING!

CHRYSLER
wine& communal

111
ART!N

±ANDARD

All Makes of Guns

AUTHOONZIFD MALIN
0

I

Short Shots
from LBL

A) Zenith TVs
Chestnut Street
•

so' SportIn g .00cis
Murray, Ky.

Phone,753-2571

Call Any Time

1

753-1933

rtilizer
Your Prescription Carefully &
Accurately Filled

Located W. Railroad Avenue
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,11/ CAMEOS: Jack Klugman
USED STANDARD
Royal
typewriter. Phone 753-3926 after
50OP•tn.
J38P
1969-12' wide trailer. Carpeted,
all electric. 642 percent loan can
be assumed. Phone 753-8380 after NICE FURNISHED apartment
5:00 p.m.
J30C for three or four girls. Phone 7537381 days or 753-5108 after 5:00
p.m.
TFC

CHRISTIAN SCIENCE
RADIO SERIES

HOUSEWIVES. Two openings,
part time. Average $3.00 per
hour. No experience necessary.
We train. For apoointment call
,753-1711.
TFC
AVON & MONEY, AVON &
MONEY-go together like a
horse and carriage. Doesn't
rhyme-but it's still true. Want to
know more?. Call collect after 6
p.m. 3E5-9424 or write Mrs. Janet
Kunick, Rt. 2 Box 136 A, Princeton, Ky. 42445 College
Representatives also needed.
F4C

"Looking for a job? Where Does
God Fit In?" A part of the new Christian
_Science Radio Series, "The Truth That Heals",

tion. The deadline
is at hand. Apbe made by
the pond is to be
1971. If the ap• after that date,
g operations must
next year. ( The
on must make out
tes for the whole
• consuming and
early deadline)
tion is accepted,
the following
ure: Bluegill, of
, will be placed
March. They will
delivered to the
arranged place.
place the fish in
, after the bass
Mg, fry will be
pond in another
the same route
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two years.
tog is a family
s many hours of
r recreation and
catches.
ight now is the
have a pond you
remember, let
n officer know
you can't make
u'll have to wait
your stocking
in 1969, the
ked 340,950 bass-3,400 bluegill
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By Bat DUNN
BROADWAY shows have a
notoriously high mortality rate.
The hit is the exception among
the many bombs and marginal
runs. But Neil Simon is one
guy who wouldn't know about
that. He is unable to turn out
anything but hits. It's not surprising that many producers
have tried to figure out his formula. But Jack Klugman says,
"Neil Simon defies analysis, but
he's funny."
Klugman knows Simon and
his work about as well as anybody. He appeared in his show,
"The Odd Couple," during its
Broadway run. And at the inVitation of ABOf eager for a hit
series, Jack followed the show
to the network this past fall,
He was joined there by Tony
Randall, who was a veteran of
the Las Vegas production of the
comedy and would be the other
half of Simon's due.
• • .•
THE IDEA for -making the
smash hit into a series was
logical enough. There was no
sense in gambling with something unproved when there was
an established show available.
,
And the potentially troublesome'
matter of moving from Broad'
,
way to the network • has pro.
"The Odd Couple" is nothing new for Jack Kluginan,
ceeded smoothly. Klugrnan notwho appeared on Broadway in the Neil Simon umed, "The transition has been
tidy ansi. is now seen in the ABC television version.
painless." For one thing, ABC
was wise enough to stick close- rich and end up having a great take things easy, which J
ly to Simons concept of char- time." With this season's epi- would rather not.
acters and story. Tony Randall sodes nearly half completed,
When this season's oh
continues to play Felix Unger, Jack said things are going ac- is complete, Jack plans to
the meticulous and irritatingly cording to plan. Rehearsals, he his wife and children to
neat roommate. And as his live- says, are fun, which might be rustic retreat in Maine. Admitin antithesis. Jack stayed in his explained by the quality of the tedly a loner, Jack enjoys the
Broadway character of the com- people involved in the show. solltdde and spends his time
fortably disheveled Oscar Mad- Jack proudly says. "It's the reading and writing. He hopes
ison.
most creative bunch I've ever to take up a project for a new
been around." As for the money, series, which he had to put
JACK IS fond of his role asi a series is a weekly paycheck aside last year when he began
Oscar and finds much of him- and it offers security for the "The Odd Couple." During hi.
self in the character, especially season in a business that isn't hiatus, Jack wants to produce
the preference for wearing old known for its longevity or se- a pilot for presentation to the
network with the possibility of
clothes. Jack recalled appearing curity of careers.
• • •
production next season.
at the studio in his casual
JACK'S ONLY criticism of the
work clothes, as Oscar might
AS FOR next year's schedule,
have. The outfit was so in keep- setup is the necessary move to
ing with the character that,the- California. He admits that the there hasn't been any dainty
wardrobe people told him not weather is warm and pleasant word from the network, bin
to change for that day's shoot- but too much so. Being a city Jack la confident in the serlei0
ing. Jack protested that his boy from Philadelphia, Jack is return. "I haven't met a persoe
clothes were not props. The is- accustomed to and welcomes the who didn't like it." The critical
sue was settled when the studio change in seasons. A nice spring reviews are also h. agreerrAnt.
bought his shirt and pants and is that much more enjoyable Jack just might have tie' Iffilkv
The Odd ccalptto• after the- contrasting cold of pone his pilot for a second time.
added them to-,
the winter. And Jack finds the "The Odd Couple" seems to be
wardrobe.
•
For his own part. iack says constant. warm weather of Cali- duplicating its Broadway suI
his goal is "essentially to get fornia makes anybody want to cess,
Distributed by King Features Syndicate

FURNISHED APARTMENT for
three or four college boys. Phone
points out that our jobs are really not
753-7381 days or 753-5108 after
on economy. This is seen clearly in
dependent
23 WEANING pigs(11 that weigh 5:00 p.m.
TFC
80-170 lbs.) Also 1½ tons hog
an experience related by a couple from
pellets. Phone 489-2251.
FIC FIVE ROOM
house, two
Germany.
WANTED; BABYSITTER from
bedrooms, Gas heat. Located at
7:00 a.m. till 4:30 p.m. Phone 753DALE CARNIGE course books; 502 Broad. Inquire at 500 Broad
THE PUBLIC IS INVITED TO LISTEN
9973 after 5:00 p.m.
Developing Courage and Con- Street, next door.
J30C
J30C
fidence, Effective Speaking,
ON Tft MURRAY RADIO STATION
Leadership Training, Improving 12 x 52 MOBILE HOME, 1971.
MANAGER TRAINEE position
Your Relations, The Golden Book Available now. Phone 753-9629.
available. Good starting salary.
of Rules, How to Remember
Must relocate Jackson, TenJ30C
Names, How One Idea Increased
nessee, Contact Curt Ragland at
THIS SUNDAY AT 8:15 A.M.
Income and Happiness, How to NICE PRIVATE rooms, will
Burger Chef, 1304 West Main:
J30C
Make Our Listeners Like Us, A accomodate 8 to 10 boys, with
Murray, Kentucky.
Quick and Easy Way to Learn kitchen priviliges. Phone 753-7381
and Speak in Public, How to Stop days or 753-5108 after 5:00 p.m.
WANTED-Licensed
Worrying and Start Living, How and on Sunday.
Beautician-Apply in person at
TFC
the Nursing Office of Murrayto Win Friends and Influence
FOR ALL your home alterations, I HAVE purchased Shrdat-Ideit Calloway County Hospital". F4C
People, Public Speaking and
Influencing Men in Business. A ROOMS FOR girls, furnished, repairs, remodeling, etc., new or Market, where I have worked and
rgain at $20.00. Phone 753-5787 1626 Hamilton. Kitchen facilities. old. Free estimates. Call 753-6123. tried to pleatie everyone the best I
February 15NC couid for the past 40 years, and
r753-4155.
FIC Phone 753-9279 or come by. J3OP
would like to continue to do np
OTORCYCLE 650 .BSA, 19811; 25 ACRES good corn land. FURNITURE REFINISHING. We have U.S.D A. inspected
meats, country hams and good \ICE BRICK home in Murray.
y 3,400 miles. Want someone to
Contact Lonie Dixon, Route I, All work guaranteed. Free country sausage.
Well located, Will sell or trade for
time payments. Phone' 753delivery.
and
Free
pickup
F1C
Hazel,498-8361.
Olive Hutchens a farm. If interested, write to Box
/1.
FIC
estimate. Antique or natural
Kentucky
32-1,. Murray,
_
UNFURNISHED TWO bedroom finish. Jerry McCoy,753-3045.
February
NC
EMNANTS IN stock, 30 to 40 house, located at 305 North 12th.
r cent off. Montgomery-Ward, CIoSe to university. Available
THE YOUTH SHOP
FIC February 1st. Phone 753-1589.
10 West Main Street.
WANTED: IRONING to do in my
has the
FIC home, 20e.each piece. Phone 753ROY
ROB
I cannot say, and I will not say
F2C
1733.
969 60 x 12 MODERNAGE
that he is dead-he is just away!
knit shirts
2
/
alter. Three bedrooms, 11
ONE-HALF duplex apartment. WILL DO babysitting in my home
With a cheery smile, and a wave
ths,furnished. Phone 753-9849.
One-third Off!
room, anytime. Reasonable
living
bedrooms,
Two
ti the hand, he has wandered into
J33C
kitchen, private bath. For girls or Phone 753-6809.
unkribwn land, and left us
FSC
F2C
couple. Phone 753-3143.
ireaming how very fair it needs
C IRISH Setter pups. Toy
must be, since he lingers there.
• oodles and three herds of 10 x 50 TRAILER home, nicely WORK NEEDED by secretaryAnd you-0 you, who the wildest
inchilla from certified stock. located. One -mile Irom city. bookkeeper with five years exearn for the old time step and
ELECTROLUX SALES & Ser.00 eachanimal. 753-1862.
Available February 1st. Phone perience. References- can be
return, think of him faring
glad
vice, Box 213, Murray, Ky. C. M
'February 2%, 753-5109.
F2P furnished. Ha‘e tee:: 7.inch exdear in the love of there as
as
on,
perience with po.Airtg machine Sanders, phone 382-3468, Farof here: Think of him still
March 5C the love
and some pay-roll "iperience. mington, Kentucky.
as the same, I say: He is not
REMOVE CARPET paths and Pi WIDE mobile home. See Phone 753-5903.
VIP
jiist'sway!
spots: fluff beaten down nap with Brandon Dill at Dill's Trailer
AS OF February 1, 1971 Mrs. dead-he is
In memory of my late husband
Blue Lustre. Rent shampooer Court after 4:00 p.m. No phone
Bettye Dale will be associated
Richard Nance on his bir
$1.00 Big K.
J30C calls please.
F2C
with Naomi's Beauty Shop Joe
January 30th.
thday.
specializing in 'wigs an 'Wig
1960
OLDSMOBILE 88, clean, styling. Please call 498-8179 or
USED HAGSTROM solid body 12 FrRNISHED APARTMENT, all
His family
F2C
string electric guitar, $139.40, electric. Phone 436-2323 after 5:00 good condition. $295.00. Phone 498-8437.
Sue and children
Mayfield
382-2558.
F2C
J3OP
Regular $227.00. Also a hand- P.m.
made classical guitar, custom
made. Come by and see our SLEEPING ROOMS for 4 college 1968 CHEVROLET Impala, V-8
THE YOUTH SHOP
'4/ELL, T5 :ltStE
S. LiJi4EN LOU 5EE THAT
selections. Chuck's Music Center, boys. Private entrance and automatic, factory au-, power
FOR Li61415 cmr.I
Special Shower
ROUND-HEADED KiD. GIVE HIM
ant arRITE WJE
A PAT ON THE HEAP'Rift itkE "
1411 Main Street.
Gifts
J3°C parking. Close to University. steering. Phone 753-2521. Feb. IC
LATER 9/4CEREL.4',
We Gift Wrap Free
F4P
Phone 753-7169.
a.000957JCic
1962 VALIANT, good condition,
1959 STUDEBAKER Lark. Runs
1969 Hot Point washer, baby bed,
perfect. $95.00. Phone 753-8249 or
best offer will be accepted
see at 1208 South 16th Street. F2P AS OF this date, January 29, 1971,
brick,
bedroom
3
old
-YEAR
3
leaving town. Can see at 208 S.
I will not be responsible for any
carport, electric heat, air15th Street or call 753-7216. TFC patio,
conditioned, and carpeted. Call 1965 MUSTANG, automatic, 6 debts other than my own.
753-8110 after 5:00 weekdays for cylinder, good condition. Phone
MOBILE HOME Insurance. an appointment.
J30C 753-8904 or 753-3143.
FIC
Broad coverage. Low rates.
Check with us for all your In- NOW UNDER construction;
surance before you buy. three bedroom frame with
WANTED TO BUY
Galloway Insurance and Real carport and utility, 42 mile west
Estate Agency, phone 753Phone
of Coldwater. $12,500.00.
'WANT TO buy; logs and standinx
)842.
March4C 489-2110F3C
timber. Also have for sale lumber
LOST: BLACK and tan German
sawdust. Murray Saw Mid
and
KITTENS.- NOW UNDER construction. A Shepherd, Phone 753-2250. F2P and Lumber Co. Phone 753-4147.
SIAMESE
Coldat
brick
bedroom
three
753Reasonably priced. Phone
TFC
finish to
3116 before 12:00 and after 5:30 water, Kentucky. Will
-N.
489Phone
F2P buyers specifications.
YES,
I'm
AND
_ p-m".
7c._
2110 or 489-2627 or 489-2261. F3C

WNBS - 1340 Kilowatts

novated and then
novation cost will
e owner, but the

Series Offers Money and a Great Time

Tv

PLOW Ferguson tractor TWO BEDROOM brick house
wiffi plow, disc, cultivator and Hardwood floors, electric heat.
mowing machine. Real good On half acre lot at Coldwater.
F2C
condition. Phone 489-2553.
FIC
$12,000. Phone 489-2238

Distributed Exclusively by

CAIN & TAYLOR

ACROSS
Ocean
Symbol for
ruthenium
Crown
Unrestrained
landed
,firoperty
Coniunction
6 Lilt
Girl's name
Wager
11 let it stand
12 Spanish for
13 Changed
16 Be on debt
19 Distance
measure
ii Ireland
13 Compunction
14 Paid nottce
tS Place
18 Resort
19 Preposition
40 Preto,- not
Ii Allowance for
waste
43 Small island
45 Per mot
47 Induct
SO Note of scale
52 Challenge
51 Stilt
56 Wolfhound
58 Wipe out
60 Dosfrict Attorney
(abbr
61 Cotterong for
the anti* and
instep
63 Repast
65 Stalks
66 Teutonic deity
67 Number

Seesaws
Frosts
The sweetsop
Proportion
Unit of Starnese
5 currency
17 Initials of 26th
President
14 Babylonian
deity
17 Withered
20 Hindu cymbals
24 For fear that
25 Plunge
27 Kind of fabric
28 Sea eagle
29 Post
30 Unemployed
32 Metal fastener
36 Silkworm
37 Railroad cars
42 Former Russian
ruler
44 Crafty
46 Characteristic
6
7
8
9
10

U3Mg 3000 OOM
W000 COMO Won
OM ODOM 001
UM mom m
ammm ourlm
WOOGO MOW
0000A0 MNOUll
OM MOOG MUOU0
OUUM MUM
MUGU DOMM MO
UOU OMED OW
MOO OMMU MOMW
OOM 0000 UMOM
48 Barter
49 Norse gods
Si Heraldry
grafted
54 Paradise
551Joblir al weed
58 Symbol tor
silver

SURE YOU WONT
BELIEVE IT---/

I GUESS *me( I Sie:ULD HAW soSSEC
YEERECF.' AN' I STILL GOT 9eE (
EtA"TitLESS C4606170615 VIR00.411E- BECAUSE
0 THAT 20:0-rEsa-oi.0 GROG
IIINPUREN IS RETIRING AM,50
THOSE
IN
FOIA40
0NIE
WE
welt Atelesr
SEAtED JARS &DWG WITH
ASour
THE DOUBLOONS.HOW
SEE 6ac6oisis
#4610114!
'THE
A FEW ElEtTS
STUFF T'
TAPAMY'5
,
isEst.mt?,

RalitLESS ANO 8166WATER

COLLECT THE 00tI8LOON5
oso rot This Pe5r TIME
IN THEW LIVE5 ARE A& E
70 LIVE LIKE OTHER
MILIIONAIR

57 Spanish
plural
article
59 Printer's
measure
62 Printer's
measure
64 Negat ore

4”4.1tlitaa••-

4

' is'

- -- THEIR NAMES
..k
,
APE REALLY
JACK AND JILL

-

mil Atilt

• i"'6 -

•
tr4,14444444,/

.
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PAGE EIGHT

Cases Are Heard InZounty totirtOf lutia-MillerDuring January
Robert Andrus, Hardin Route One, speeding, costs of $18.50
Several cases have been $10.03 costs $18.50; Sheriff.
speeding, fined $10.00 costs paid, fine of $10.00 suspended;
One,
Hardin,
Lewis,
disposed of in the Calloway Jimmie
State Police.
118.50;
State Police.
County Court-on Judge Robert 0. speeding, fined $10.00 costs Weldon Qtraiingharn, Murray,
Jennilee Jones, Paducah,
Police.
State
Miller during the past month. $18.50;
public drunkenness, fined 40.00 speeding, fined $10A00 costs
Records show the following oc- Edith Atkins, Huntington, costs $25.50; Sheriff.
$18.50; State Police.
Tenn., cold checking, fined $10.00
curred:
Jerry Rust, Murray, public
Richard Smith, Route Three,
Sheriff.
$25.50;
costs
Route
Thomas Warren, Benton
drunkenness, fined $10.00 costs Owensville, list, speeding, casts
One, driving while intoxicated, Clara Currin, Mayfield, cold $25.50; Sheriff.
of $18.50 paid, fine of $10.00
given $92.00 costs $13.50, given checking, fined $8.00 costs $18.50; James William Kelley, Murray
suspended; State Police.
State
Sheriff.
Jail;
County
four days in
Route One, speeding, fined $10.00
Leon Lovett, Hardin Route
Holmes Coleman, Murray,
Police.
$18.50; State Police.
costs
One, speeding, costs of $1350
$10.00
Euel Lockhart, Murray, two public drunkenness, fined
Danny Williams, Murray Route paid, fine of $10.00 suspended;
charges of public drunkenness, costa $18.50; Sheriff.
Two, speeding, fined $10.00 costs State Police.
fined $10.00 costs 837.00; Sheriff.
$18.50; Sheriff.
Murray,
Nolin,
Scottie
Tommy Gargus, Murray,
Dick Payne, Murray, public
speeding,costs of $18.50 paid,fine
drunkenness, paid costs of $10.00, wilful and unreasonable neglect
of $10.00 suspended: State Police.
served four days in county jail, of minor child, pay $40.00 per
Embassy
Arnold,
Max
of $10.03 suspended; State week to Circuit Court Clerk until
fine
Apartments, Murray, speeding,
his support payments are not in
Police.
costs of $18.50 paid, fine of $10.00
Larry Holland, 305 North 17th arrears; Sheriff.
suspended; State Police.
Jimmy Dale Martin, Murray,
Street, Murray, speeding, fined
Richard Hartman, Collinsville,
A basic welding course has $10.00 costs $18.50; State Police. forgery, recognized on bond to
speeding, costs of $18.50 paid, been scheduled for Tuesday
Thomas Jones, Benton Route appear before February 1971
fine of $10.00 suspended; State eveings at Murray State
One, public drunkenness, fined Grand Jury.
Police.
University during the spring $10.00 costs $18.50, unable to pay, Eugene Clark, Owensboro,
Dexter,
Gore,
Edward
semester.
served fourteen days in county driving while intoxicated, APPARENTLY this South
speeding, fined $10.00 costs
amended to realm driving,
Entitled Industrial Education jail•
Vietnamese boy at Da Nang
$18.50; City Police.
331, Welding, the class will meet Jimmie Collie, Murray Route fined $100.00 costs $11,10; State hasn't heard from the U.S.
Sylvia Fowler, Paris, Tenn., from 6 to 9 p.m. and include basic
Two, speeding, fined $10.00 costs Police. '
Public Health Service. His
speeding,costs of $18.50 paid, fine welding theory and practilce in
Andrew 'Mink°, White Hall little brother clings to him
Police.
State
$18.50;
of $10.00 suspended; State Police. oxy-acetylene, electric tungsten
Jimmy Kimbro, Murray Route Dormitory, Murray, speeding,
trustingly back there.
Gerald Collins, Route One, inert gas and gas metal arc
speeding, costs of $18.50 costs of $18.50 paid, fine of $10.00
Five,
Calvert City, speeding, costs of methods.
paid, fine of $10.00 suspended; suspended; State Police.
To rejuvenate sleds, remove
$18.50 paid, fined of $10.00 Dr. C. Dale Lemons, chairman
Chesley Paschall, Murray, rust from runners with
Police.
State
steel
suspended; State Police.
of the department of industrial
Bock, Paducah, taking property of another WontGeorge
Wab away the resiTerry Rogers, Murray Route
felonious
intent, due with hot suds. Then,
education, said a minimum speeding, fined 810.00 costs without
Three, speeding, fined $10.00
amended to disorderly conduct, for speed on the slopes, rub
enrollment of 12 students will be $18.50; State Police.
costs $18.50; State Police.
required for the course, which
Eddie Harper, Boonville, Ind., fined $25.00 costs $13.50, defen- the runners with slightly
Roland Van Dommelen, carried two semester hours of
costs of $18.50 paid, fine dant having insufficient funds to dampened soap and re-coat
speeding
Titusville, N. J., speeding, fined credit.
State Police. pay is remanded to custody of them the same way before the
suspended;
$10.00
of
$10.00 costs $18.50; State Police. Students may register for the
Route *der to serve said time; Sheriff. next snowfall.
Wingo
Clark,
Terrell
Robert Wimer, Route One, course between 8 a.m. and noon
Silver Lake, Ind., speeding, fined on Saturday, Feb. 6, in the
FIREMEN'S and POLICEMN'S PENSION FUND
$10.00 costs $18.50; State Police. ballroom of the Waterfield
Charles Jeffrey, Route One,
Student Union Building or at the
CITY OF MURRAY
Hardin, speeding, fined $10.00
ft class meeting Feb. 9 in
Police.
costs $18.50; City
SUMMARY OF TRANSACTIONS
Room 107 of the Industrial
Kenneth Cross, Jeffersonville, Education Building.
Ind., speeding, fined $10.00 costs Tuition for the course will be
$18.50; State Police.
Year Ended December 31,
$22 ($11 per semester hour) for
William Clark, 720 Sycamore, Kentucky residents and $64 ($32
1 9 6 8
1 9 70
1 9 6 9
Murray, speeding, fined $10.00, per semester four) for nonRECEIPTS
costs $18.50; State Police.
Kentucky residents. Fees for
Robert Carson, 1614 Calloway, laboratory materials will be
From Employee Contributions
9,657.40
8,296.62
6;262.23
Murray, driving while in- charged in
accordance with the
From City of Murray, Tax Collections 18,104.83
1[1,409.56
19,565.66
toxicated, amended to reckless amount used.
driving,fined $100.00 costs $13.50; For further information, inFrom Investment Income
2,655.82
1,037.50
25.00
State Police.
terested persons may contact Dr.
Stanley Dick, Hazel Route Two, Don VerHerck, the instructor for
33,722.78
28,919.78
24,392.06
public drunkenness, fined $50.00 the course, or Dr. C. Dale
costs $13.50; Slieriff. Lemons, Industrial Education
Wayne Royster, Dresden,
DISBURSEMENTS
Department, Murray State
Tenn., speeding, costs of $18.50
University, Murray, Ky., 42071.
For Office Expenses and Other
20.00
20.00
306.44
paid, fine of $10.00 suspended;
State Police.
1,731.47
For Refunds to Terminated Employees
1,141.63
327.27
Jr.,
McKamey,
Roy
Korganfield, speeding, fined
For Payments to Pensioners
4.712.26 :10,333.88
2,36.Sruu-k
$10.00 coats $18.50; State Police.
Nos=Gary Falwell, Walled Lake,
18 674.59
For Purchase of Investments
20 000.00
19 672.30
Mich., reckless driving, fined
MAGIC TRI
25 546.19
22 998.71
30 759.94
Bowling League

Basic Welding
Course Planned
At University

BOWLING
STANDINGS

Escapee
Sought
Upstate

BEAVER DAN,Ky., Jan. 78John Henry Jam, 33, an escapie from EddevIlle Kentucky
State Penitentiary, was detained
momentarily by police here
Wednesday before fleeing on

TEAM
W L
Ezell's Beauty School
5422
Johnson's Grocery
5333
Kut 'N ' Kurl Beauty
Shop
2 271
/
481
2
/
Country Kitchen
45 31
Jerry's Restaurant
45 31
N.H (' A
30A4 361
2
/
Owens Food Market
35 41
Hazel Dry Cleaners
32 44
Town & Country Press
Shop
28 48

3,373.59

2,962.84

1,393,35

4,766.94

1,393.35

4,766,94

7,729.78

1,393.35
20000.00

4,766.94
29,5030.00
10 172.30

7,729.78
40,000.00

44 439.24

66,076.67

EXCESS CW RECEIPTS OVER DISBURSEMENTS

1,393.35

BALANCE ON DEPOSIT, BEGINNING OF YEAR
BALANCE ON DEPOSIT, BANK OF MURRAY

TOTAL FUNDS TO.ACCOUNT FOR
Cash on Deposit, Bank of Murray
Certificates of Deposit
U. S. Treasury Notes

21 393.35

High Team Game (SC)
foot.
Johnson's Grocery
808
790
Jones, who escaped the prison Ezell's Beauty School
Saturday at approximately 9 Ezell's Beauty Schdol
778
p.m. after capturing a prison
guard at knifepoint and locking
High Team Game IBC)
him in a cell, was stopped by a Johnson's Grocery
1006
Beaver Dam patrolman when Ezell's Beauty School
971
the pickup truck he was driving
ell's Beauty School
959
• appeared "suspicious" to the officer.
High Team Series (SC)
The patrolman asked Jones to Ezell's Beauty School
t310
produce an operator's license Johnson's Grocery
2203
and then walked back to his pa- Jer-y's Restaurant
2011
trol car to answer a radio mesbroke
sage. At this point, Jones
High 'Team Series (NC)
away from the truck and disap- Ezell's Beauty School
2953
peared through a nearby park- Johnson's Grocery
27q7
ing lot, police said.
Jerry's Restaurant
7758
Jones was seen 30 minutes
later several hundred yards
High Ind. Game (SC)
from the location where he we Marilyn Parks
218
reports.'
to
according
stopped,
Mildred Hodge
180
After determining the identit) Isabel Parks
179
of Jones, Kentucky State Peni
• tentiary officials, state police
High Ind. Game (HC)
Ohio County sheriffs depart Marilyn Parks
245
Dan
ment officers, and Beaver
Linda McKinny
227
police began a search which con Isabel Parks
220
tinued through today.
Betty Riley
220
Jones was serving a life sen Lando Malcolm
220
tence without parole for convic
tion of armed robbery and rap(
High Ind. Series iSC )
whett_he escaped from the Ed- Mildred Hodge
519
dyville prison.
Marilyn Parks
516
The truck Jones was driving Betty Dixon
480
the
by
stopped
was
he
when
Beaver Dam officer was traced
High Ind. Series (HC)
to Luke Glass of Eddyville Rt. 1 Nancy Rogers
609
Glass reported the tauck was Isabel Parks
599
the
where
barn
his
from
stolen
599
Linda McKinny
the
with
kept
been
vehicle had
Parks
Marilyn
597
keys in the ignition
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KENTUCKY

18 346.89

Evening Courses In Business
To Be Taught Spring Semester
Dr. William J. Grasty, of Accounting from 6:00 p.m. to
Chairman, Department of Ac- 9:00 p.m. on Thursday evenings.
counting and Finance, of the This course is structured for
School of Business at Murray persons entering the Master of
State University has announced Business Administration
that four evening courses will be program without a background in
taught by that department during accounting. Mr. Thompson will
combine the material usually
the spring semester.
The courses being offered on taught in Accounting 200 and
campus include Accounting 201, Accounting 201 into a single
the second course in the ac- semester's work. The emphasis INTERIOR -You get a
glimpse of part of Rep.
counting sequence and a course will be on accounting theory.
Rogers C. B. Morton's inrequirement for any major in the
-Quantitative
602
terior as he bursts into a
School of Business. Mr. V. W. Accounting
Parker will conduct the course Finanical Controls will be offered guffaw before the Senate
from 6:00 pin. to 9:00 p.m. on by Mr. Max Reed on Thursday Interior Committee. He was
Tuesday evenings beginning evenings from 6:00 p.m. to 9:00 being quizzed on the subFebruary 9. The text will be p.m. This course is a core ject of becoming Interior
Finney and Miller's Principles of requirement for the Master of secretary-thus leaving his
Business Administration degree. seat in Congress and kis
Accounting 7th edition.
post as GOP chairman.
Mr. Eugene Willis, a CPA on
Registration for these and
the faculty will teach Accounting other classes meeting at night or
507-CPA Problems ais a on Saturdays will be held on PHONES GO TO DOGS
preparatory course for those Saturday, February 6, beginning
wishing to sit for the spring CPA at 8:00 a.m. in the Student Union DETROIT (UPI)-The Deexamination. If possible the Ballroom on the Murray State troit Humane Society has
course will be taught from 6:00 Campus. Registration for these installed a 24-hour emergency
p.m. to 9:00 p.m. on Tuesday and courses will also be held during telephone service to provide
Thursday evenings in an effort to the regular registration period. information on the location of
complete the course prior to the For further information about emergency animal treatment
spring CPA examination.
these or other business courses, facilities.
Another CPA on the faculty, contact Dean Phillip Tibbs at 762Mr. John A. Thompson,will teach 4181 or Dr. William J. Grasty at The telephone number is L-0S-T D-O-G -or 567-8364.
Accounting 600-Graduate Survey 762-4193.
STATEMENT OF EXPENDITURES (COMPARATIVE)
For Years 1970 and 1969
-

CITY OF MURRAY

KENTUCKY
Year ended December 31
1 9 6 9
1 9 7 0

EXPENSES (Disbursements)
'
ADMINISTRATIVE and EXECUTIVE
Salaries - Mayor and Secretary
- Councilmen and Treasurer
- Clerks
- Attorney
,Tax Assessors and Audit Fees
jalcio, Inspector, Bored of Adjus.tors,
and Housing Committee
General Expenses and Supplies
--POLICE DEPARTMENT'
Salaries - Judge
- Police
Fees - Prosecutor
General Expenses and Supplies
FIRE DEPARTMENT
Salaries - Firemen
Water for Fire Hydrants
General Expenses and Supplies
STREET DEPARTMENT
Sala;ies
Maintenance and Supplies
Street Paving (Net)
Street bights

5,520.00
4,525.00
11,836.35
3,600.00
5,330.00

3,125.00
4,405.00
10,451.30
2,529.96
4,963.48

5,690.00
11 886 59
48,387.94

4,560.00
8,483.07
38,5r7.81

4,550.00
101,579.47
2,400.00
18 128.85
126,658.32

3,187.50
88,403.61
1,800.00
16 925.80
110,316.91

111,668.43
13,404.40
8 885 92
133,958.75

89,950.96
13,065.60
10a616 64
--------113,633.20

40,5E4.91
12,391.39
11,518.32
26a668 04
--------91,162.66

37412.68
8,060.54
9,748.06
22 923 25
77.944.53

97,605.40
19 735 83
117,341.23

78,960.35
22 373.45
101,333.80

1,275.00
6,958.45
6,503.65
2,002.87
2,460.00
-019,072.96
14,027.96
10,943.26
4,000.00
5 085 61
72,329.76
34,938.64
4,039.56

2,290.00
1,648.19
3,257.55
1,160.10
2,460.00
1,000.00
15,893.67
12,794.85
8,072.96
4,000.00
5,147.48
57,724.80
31,342.06
762.00

628,816.86

531,575.11

SANITATICN DEPARTMENT
Salaries
Maintenance and Supplies
OTHER EXPENSES
City Parka - Sal.aries
"
- Maintenance
Cemetary - Salaries
- Maintenance
Parking Lot and Public Rest Room
Parking Meter Expense
Social Security Taxes
Insurance
Employees Hospital Insurance
Contributions - Airport
Interest on Short Term Loans
Equipment Payments and Additions
Real Estate Additions

CITY OF MURRAY, KENTUCKY
Total Expenditures

ANALYSIS Of HOSPITAL FUNDS
Construction,

Bon5,,4 Interest

Fund

STATEMENT OF REVENUES and EXPENDITURES (COMPARATIVE)
For Years 1970 and 1971

RECEIPTS
--from Taxation •
-

Year 1961
"
1962
1963
"
1964
"
.1_1965
1966
"
1967
"
"
1968

- ”

4.

22,388.42
23,242.55
25,031.29
26,286.12
27.50 00
20,764.42
24,353.27'..-.26,11,5.55
27,835.35
29.756.07
253,275..04

19691970

8,615.04

Interest Received on,Certificates of Deposit
-••••

2,352.15

Fund Transfer, from Construction Fund
Proceeds from Sale of Bonds
From Kentucky State Treasurer

319,978.48

Total Receipts

676,881.20

356.'902.72
264,242.23

CITY OF

Y. Kurnxlet

Year Ended December 31
1 9 6 9

19 '7
BAXAMMU
Taxes -*Property, Poll and Penalties
Franchises
"

-

Tatar sax Collections

222,528.78
53 052.35

210,602.75
19 178.55

275,581.13

229,781.30

69,059.46
*99,98938
36,401.96
19,465.10
6,870.00
2,891.70
2,055.13
132,357.05
39.38

46,725.32
66,731.70,
43,913.79
21,513.10
3,390.00
3,022.45
1,896.81
105,079.56
28.25

644,710.49

522,082.28

Less: EXPENDITURES-. By total as shown on
Page 3 (Exhibit A)

628 816.86

531 575.11

Excess of Cash Revenues over Expenditures

15,893.63

(9,492.83)

(10,000.00)

10,000.00

Privilege Licenses
Auto PerMite
Police Coart Fines
Parking Meters
Cemetery Lots
Building Permits
Parking Lots
Sanitation
Miscellaneous

DISBURSEMENTS
Total Revenues
Tot

To:

118,000.03 ,
62,750.00

Retirement of Bonds
Payment of Bond Interest
Architect
Contractor
Equipment Vendors
Murray-Calloway County Hospital

43,254.61
585011.43
14,863.25
31,099.76
674,529.05

Fund Transfer to Bond
and Interest Fund

2.352.15

Total Disbursements

676,281:20

(Decrease) or Increase in Notes Payable

180,750.00
• Excess of Retirement Plan Deductions
s'over Payments
180 750.00

Plus:

GENERAL FUNDS, beginning of year

39.80

392.64

2307.40

1,407.59

8,240.83

2,307.40

4

High Averages
Mildred Hodge
ANTI-WOLF TACTICS
CASSINO, Italy UPI)-What Marilyn Parks
do you do when you meet a Wanda Nance
hungry wolf in the countryside! Judy Parker
Maria Cellucci did the first Jean Chancy
thing that crossed her mind - Betty Dixon
she poured a bucketful of milk Joye Rowland
Sandra Thompson
on it.
It worked, The wolf lapped up avaughn Latimer
Jojce Roller
the milk and let her go.

167
162
154
152
148
147
146
145
144
143

Balance on Deposit in Banks, December 31,
1970 and/Ok,Certificatea of Deposit
in Banks

Balance, GENERAL FUNDS, end of year ( 1)

-o-

83 492.23

-o0o-

CASH FOR GENERAL USE (December 31,4 1970

Cash on Deposy.%„. Bank of Murray
'15,492.23
30,000.00
Certificates of Deposit, Bank of Murray
. 38,200.00
Certificates Of Deposit, Peoples tank
Total Cash, Hospital Tax Funds

Balk of Murray
On Deposit
On Deposit - Peoples Bank
Petty Cash

(mq 88 492.23
.

6,386.27
1,829.56
25.00
'
8.24O.83

•

